SCHOOL OF ACCOUNTING

Faculty

Angela Wheeler Spencer, PhD, CPA--Associate Professor and Interim Head
Professors: Audrey A. Gramling, PhD, CPA, CIA
Associate Professors: Brad Lawson, PhD, CPA; Teresa Lightner, PhD, CPA; Sandeep Nabar, PhD; William C. Schwartz, PhD, CPA; Michael Stuart, PhD
Assistant Professors: Ashleigh Bakke, PhD, CPA; Bryan Brockbank, PhD; Ryan Hess, PhD, CPA; Rick Laux, PhD, CPA; Leah Muriel, PhD, CPA, CIA; Craig A. Sisneros, PhD, CPA; Elizabeth Tori, PhD, CPA; Michael Wolfe, PhD, CPA
Instructors of Professional Practice: Angela Baker, MS, CPA; Rachel Cox, MS, CPA; Rachel Domnick, MS, CPA; Sarah Johnson, MS, CPA; Peter Margaritis, MAcc, CPA, CSP; Alyssa Vowell, MBA, CPA; Julie Ward, MS, CPA
Part-time Faculty: Les Austin, CPA; Steve Crall, MS, CPA; Gaylene Hargrove, MBA, CPA; Kolby Miller, MS, CPA